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About the organizers ///
McConnell Foundation & RECODE
The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation is a pan-Canadian foundation that works toward
building a society that is inclusive, reconciled, sustainable and resilient—and that advances
progress toward the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
RECODE, an initiative of the McConnell Foundation, is a call to 21st century post-secondary
education that enhances community wellbeing. As a funder, capacity builder and convener,
RECODE supports the capacity of schools to weave social innovation tools and practices into the
very fabric of campus and community culture.
Ashoka Canada
Ashoka’s Canadian branch was established in 2002 and aims to build a radically new Canada
where solutions outrun problems—a country where everyone is a changemaker. Together,
we recognize, support, and connect a national network of leading changemakers, amplifying
solutions and embedding empathy and changemaking into Canadian society.
Ashoka Canada’s longest-running program is the Fellowship, which sets catalytic social
entrepreneurs on the path to join our community of over 50 Canadian Fellows, and 3500
Fellows globally. In 2012, AshokaU was introduced, which cultivates changemaking at university
and college campuses. More recently, we have expanded into K-12 school systems with our
Changemaker Schools initiative. At our side in these programs is our Ashoka Support Network,
composed of inspirational Canadian business entrepreneurs. Together, this network works to
advance our vision of an Everyone a Changemaker world.

About Wasan Island ///
Wasan Island is situated on Lake Rosseau in the heart of the Muskoka Lakes, Ontario, Canada. It
is privately owned by the German-based Breuninger Foundation and operated in collaboration
with the J.W. McConnell Foundation, the BMW Foundation, Community Foundations of Canada
and the Robert Bosch Stiftung.
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Introduction ///
This event brought together representatives from multiple
post-secondary institutions and supporting organizations from
across Canada. We explored questions such as:
• How can we increase the impact of
our networks and deepen our ties?
• What progress are we making in scaling
social innovation in Canadian Higher Education?
• How can we better support both
the organizations and individuals doing this work?
Participants included faculty, administrators and students who
had years of engagement in RECODE and Ashoka U networks,
and newer relationships with social entrepreneurs, member
associations, and senior leadership from diverse geographies,
cultural perspectives and thematic areas.
The diversity of the group brought rich skillsets, experiences,
and insights and a desire to learn from each other via
participant-led discussion. As such, the agenda was flexible
with a focus on peer input processes and open space
technology. Together we created space for group problem
solving, peer to peer mentorship and movement building.
This report contains the key retreat takeaways and next
steps. This includes site visits, resource sharing, and future
convenings. It also includes actions for building new
partnerships that test innovations.
The organizers would like to sincerely thank the participants
for participating with open hearts, open minds, and a genuine
curiosity and desire to learn from one another to advance
changemaking in higher education. Thanks to individuals such
as yourselves, and your colleagues, we have been able to build
the strong movement that we are today - and the stronger
movement we seek to be in the future.
With gratitude,
Chad, Jen, Jess and Danica
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Patterns, takeaways, and questions ///
Reconciliation
1 Where to begin? On an
institutional level, a first
step toward reconciliation in
higher education could be
for institutions to recognize
colonial histories and their
contributions to it.

3 Participants felt that
it was too soon to discuss
collective action - rather,
individuals should commit
to deep learning and initiate
the process at their own
institution first.

2 The Truth and
Reconciliation Commission
(TRC) Calls to Action in a
Canadian context, or the
UNDRIP (United Nations’
Declaration of the Rights of
Indigenous People) in an
international one, can serve
as useful ‘anchors’ in order
to catalyze change.

4 How do we honour, value
and compensate Indigenous
ways of knowing? And how do
we do so while also respecting
intra- and inter-community
politics? For example, one
participant cited the difficulty
in consulting one Elder from
one community in multiple
subject areas and valuing their
knowledge as the
be-all-end-all...

One
alternative
is to have a
council of Elders
from different
specialties and
communities.

Student Involvement
1 Many participants
expressed concern about
the gathering lacking
sufficient student and
youth representation.

2 Students representatives
are often oppositional
with institutions and its
representatives, which can
make collaboration and
dialogue a challenge. At the
same time, working though
this dynamic is vital If we
(as a community of practice)
are committed to core tenets
of social innovation such as
uncomfortable conversations
and learning from discomfort
as necessary steps to change.
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3 The group recognized
that student voices are
crucial to our work, but
how do we meaningfully
engage with and listen
to students and student
groups? Furthermore,
which students and
which student groups do
we engage with?

Patterns, takeaways, and questions ///
Changing leadership (institutional or otherwise)
1 Many participants were
grappling with recent or
upcoming changes of senior
leadership.

2 Changes in provincial
leadership and policy
regarding decreasing
investment in postsecondary education was
also a concern

3 With changes in
leadership comes changes
in priority - whether or
not the new incumbent(s)
are allies, how can we
ensure that social impact /
innovation / changemaking
work continues to
advance?

The emergence of the field of social impact in higher ed
1 One participant shared
that they would not have
been able to problem-solve
or discuss barriers to social
innovation with colleagues
a few years ago, whereas
now, others could relate to
similar situations at their
own institution.

2 Building on the energy
of the 2018 ‘Canada Day’,
there was a recognition
that there is a progression,
even momentum, of social
innovation work in Canadian
post-secondary institutions.

3 Similar to the U15,
what would it look like to
have a widely recognized
cluster of changemaking
institutions across the
country? (e.g. a Canadian
Carnegie Classification)
Who would be the best
intermediary?

How can
we ensure that
creating such a
group is inclusive
and credible?
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Requests & Commitments ///
Preamble
At the end of workshops and events, it is relatively common to identify ‘next steps’ - concrete
collective actions that advance shared priorities. At the end of our retreat, rather than look to
collective action, we focused on individual action(s) through a ‘requests and commitments’
exercise: A process whereby each person makes requests (actions they wanted to see from
others), and commitments (actions they agreed to do). These actions could range from sending
a follow-up email, to engaging in personal reflection about a given topic, to taking an active role
in field-building.
In reviewing the requests and commitments, clear thematic areas quickly emerged. The
following section details these themes, the geography of the participants and the individual
requests and commitments made.

Thematic areas
Resources				
Follow-ups			
Reconciliation			
Site visits				

Field-building
Initiatives
Student involvement
Institution-level

Requests & Commitments ///
Participant geography

Karen Barnes, Yukon College, Whitehorse, YT
Carol Stuart, Vancouver Island University, Nanaimo, BC
Robert Mittelman, Royal Roads University, Victoria, BC
Joanne Curry, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, BC
James Stauch, Mount Royal University, Calgary, AB
Jodi Stonehouse, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB
Launa Linaker MacEwan, University, Edmonton, AB
Ilona Dougherty, Youth & Innovation Project, Waterloo, ON
Suzie Addison-Toor, Georgian College, Barrie, ON
David Sylvester, St. Michael’s College, Toronto, ON
Greg Medulun, Niagara College, Niagara Falls, ON
Aïsha Dioury, Universities Canada, Ottawa, ON
Christine Trauttmansdorff, Colleges and Institutes Canada, Ottawa, ON
Darlene Moll, Universities Canada, Ottawa, ON
Jessica Lax, Ashoka U, Ottawa, ON
Chad Lubelsky, J.W. McConnell Family Foundation, Montreal, QC
Charmaine Lyn, Concordia University, Montreal, QC
Danica Straith, Ashoka Canada, Montreal, QC
Jennifer Gammad Lockerby, J.W. McConnell Family Foundation, Montreal, QC
Nicole Helwig, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St John’s, NL
Ryan Murphy, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John’s, NL

Looking forward: Requests ///
Resources
• Charmaine / Nicole request of Ilona references to the 2 articles on youth neuroscience
mentioned in her presentation
• Charmaine requests of Ryan a reference for the panarchy article
• Carol asks Ilona for scholarship information for grad students in community engaged
projects in BC (particularly in community health and partnerships between indg and non indg
communities)
• Carol requests that Ryan send her information on student movement and input
• Joanne requests that David and James send out inventory of social infrastructure projects to
others to identify interesting and varied practices
• Ryan requests that Chad get him the results/data of the systems mapping survey that RECODE
• Charmaine requests of Jess to have information the retreat activities shared

Follow-ups
• Karen requests to be on the list for email about events and convenings related to social
innovation work
• Greg requests that he be involved in future changemaker discussions where appropriate
• Launa requests that Jodi to visit roundhouse (MacEwan’s social innovation coworking space,
launched May 31st of this year) weekly for yoga and continue talking and learning from one
another - official opening to come in September, interesting model for those interested in
urban innovation
• Ryan requests to James to connect him with Anna
• Suzie requests a contact list of all participants
• Nicole requests Joanne to learn more about the Carnegie classification

Reconciliation
• Nicole requests Jodi to stay in touch and if she can be of any help to carry the TRC burden
• Suzie requests sharing of a list of learnings events/ conferences regarding TRC in higher ed
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Looking forward: Requests ///
Site visits
• James is asking for Charmaine to host a small group to visit concordia and visit the
community engagement office
• Jodi is requesting an invite from Carol and Karen to visit the VIU indigenous program and
Yukon College in Whitehorse
• Karen requests from Ashoka Canada an invitation for Yukon college students and faculty to
visit an Ashoka campus
• Nicole requests that all consider to come visit her in Newfoundland and at MUN

Field-building
• Aisha requests for those interested in giving feedback on Universities Canada on the tool to
measure social impact to contact her
• Charmaine requests that McConnell coordinate / support collaboration and dialogue between
offices of community engagement and social impact
• Rob requests the name of one faculty member from each participant’s institution to talk
about the professor’s role in social impact work
• Greg requests that Chad follow up on the conversation of clusters of changemakers across the
country (C20+, like a community-connected U15)

Initiatives
• David requests support from McConnell to find an appropriate facilitator lead a strat plan
integrating creative changemaking principles
• Ashoka Canada / Danica requests other partners or institutions (like CICan, UC, McC) to
reach out if they want to partner on the Changemaker Institutions Launchpad Ashoka is
piloting this fall
• Christine requests a continuation of the open space conversation with Ashoka Canada
(Changemaker Institutions Launchpad)
• Greg requests that Danica / Ashoka Canada follows up on the Changemaker Institutions
Launchpad pilot project opportunity
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Looking forward: Commitments ///
Resources
• Joanne commits to following up with introductions and posts on Carnegie Classification and
Strategic Planning
• McConnell commits to continue to convene and promote the tools, materials, events, etc that
you’re interested in and improve this capacity
• McConnell commits to send out notes, powerpoints, and coordinate any group activities
• McConnell commits to sending out the results of the systems mapping survey
• Ryan commits to sending out his masters thesis to Christine, Ilona and Jodi
• Ryan commits to sending David interesting university missions and visions

Follow-ups
• Nicole commits to following up with Ilona to connect her with a student initiative
• Nicole commits to follow up with Steve Dooley and Joanne to discuss a idea they hatched at
Ashoka Exchange
• Nicole commits to follow up with Danica on the Changemaker Institutions Launchpad
• Launa commits to sending Ryan the contact info of the lead of the city of Edmonton’s social
impact project
• Ryan commits to continue the conversation on leadership and changemaker education with
Launa, Jess, James and Jen

Student involvement
• McConnell commits to starting a conversation about building dialogue between student and
administration & bringing more student voices into these spaces
• Ilona commits to work with McConnell on the student involvement piece
• Ilona commits to sending YouthInn research to the group
• Youth & Innovation Project is committed to supporting an individual or institution in this
group in building intergenerational partnership & including youth voices. Reach out anytime!

Site visits
• Charmaine commits to welcoming anyone from this group at Concordia in Montreal - would
love to show you our shop!
• Carol commits to welcoming anyone interested in visiting VIU to learn more about our
Indigenous Commitment
• McConnell can commit to trying to coordinate site visits, promoting them and understanding
what people are interested in
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Looking forward: Commitments ///
Institution-level
• David commits to supporting ongoing social infrastructure building initiatives via McConnell
and Universities Canada
• David commits to undertaking a creative strategic planning process at St. Michael’s, integrating
a changemaker’s approach/process
• Greg commits to advancing the conversation and operationalization of social impact/
innovation at his institution
• Nicole commits to learning better how her institution works (decision making, institutional
priorities, who the influencing allies are)
• James will co-convene a similar mini retreat with MRU folks by early autumn in the Rockies –
possibly send agenda out to participants here!

Reconciliation
• Launa commits to learning more about TRC and to finding my unlikely ally
• Jodi commits to offer support to folks seeking advice / resources/ insights around Indigenous
processes and traditions, etc.
• Ashoka Canada/ Danica commits to proactively learning from our indigenous colleagues
(i.e. Reconciliation Canada and Yukon College) of indigenous ways of knowing and doing
with respect to bridge building and innovation. This commitment comes with the purpose of
diversity and opening our understanding of positive social change & breaking out of Western
models. Charmaine commits as well.
• Karen commits to share Yukon College’s reconciliation journey and learnings with those
interested - McConnell to help share those out
• McConnell commits to populating a calendar of the next 12 months with TRC or similar events

Field-building
• Christine commits to being a point of contact from/to changemaking activities in colleges and
institutes
• Suzie commits to support CICan and Christine on next steps in framing social innovation via
Canadian colleges
• Suzie commits to being a resource/ engage/ discuss with folks interested in changemaking and
organizational change/culture
• Charmaine commits to reviewing the draft versions of Univ Canada’s survey / tool on social
impact
• Rob commits to exploring engagement strategies for academic faculty
• Darlene commits to recommending social impact as a topic for the April 2019 / Oct 2019
Universities Canada membership meeting for University presidents
• Joanne commits to proposing two panels / discussions at the 2019 Ashoka U Exchange with at
least 1 student speaker per session: (1) Social Infrastructure / Social Impact;
(2) Reconciliation - walking this path together
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Resources, events and listservs ///
Events
• Ashoka Changemaker Education K-PSE Summit - October 10th/11th, 2018 in Toronto, ON
• Ashoka U Exchange - February 21-23, 2019, San Diego. Apply to present and/or facilitate here.
• Building Reconciliation - November 15-16, 2018, UVIC
• Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities Annual Conference: Partnering for
Equity - October 22-24, 2018, Chicago
• CICan Indigenous Education Summit
Social innovation and changemaking in higher education mailing lists
• Ashoka U
• RECODE
RECODE resources
• Social Infrastructure Discussion Paper
• Building Social Infrastructure - 2017 Retreat Report
• Social Purpose Administration Primer
• FieldNotes - visual representation of the RECODE network’s learnings from working in social
innovation in higher ed
• 30 Lessons from - and for - student-led innovation in Higher Education
• Blog
Ashoka U resources
• Changemaker Institutions Book & downloadable PDF
• Blog
Presentation resources
• Wired for Innovation: Valuing the unique innovation abilities of emerging adults by Ilona
Dougherty (Youth & Innovation Project)
• Four Levels of Impact by Marina Kim (Ashoka U)
• Scaling Handout (McConnell Foundation)
• A Big Tent of Social Innovation Ideas and Approaches (McConnell Foundation)
Facilitation resources
• Using Spectrograms
• Systems Game
• Visual Phone Energizer
• Open Space Technology
• Peer Input Process - Facilitator’s Guide, Presenter’s Guide

